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Having taken the
, world by storm
notching up over
• million view on
YouTube with the
video for "Horse
Outside'" and recently
playing a sold out
Dublin gig in the
middle of a world tour,
The Rubber Bandits
launched their hotly
anticipated stcond
ingle "I Wanna Fight
Your Father" on
Thursday, 24 February
in DIT Bolton Street.
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Bv AIsLING O'SULLIVAN
Ciarin Nevin has been re-elected as president ofDIT Student Union for the
second year in a row.
Election fever hit DIT once again
as campaigns, hustings and voting
took place across all campuses
in a bid to find the new DITSU
representatives.
D-day arrived on 3 March and
nerves were high when the count
began at 11am in Bolton Street.
It didn't take long for the first
announcement to be made that
Gillian Byrne would be the new class
representative convenor ofMountjoy
Square.
The counting continued while
all the candidates stood nervously
beside the stage, watching as each
coloured paper was processed.
Anthony Handibode was deemed
convenor of Cathal Brugha Street
with 347 votes and Laura Fagan of
Bolton Street was also elected.
When David Rice fell four votes
short of the 409 quota on the first
round, he waited nervously for
another two counts until he was
announced as convenor of Kevin
Street. He told DITSU TV that he is
"really looking forward to working
with the students" andenthuaiatically
added "so let's go for it!"
The Aungier Street count came
next, with the most amount of
candidates l'UDIling for the position.
However, in the first count Glenn
Fitzpatrick was victorious with 454
votes and finally, Ratbmine's new
convenor will be Ciara Smyth.
Vice President of Services and
Trading followed with anticipation.
Over three thousand students voted
Continued on page 5
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many students on board as possible to
preform a simple dance routine to Zorba
the Greek.
"We hope to get as many people involved
as possible to make the flashmob look
great for this well deserving cause" said
]ennifer Whitehead of the Dance Society.
This year Ireland will send 126 athletes
to the games which are taking place in
Athens, Greece.
For more information on how to
get involved in the flashmob contact
jenniferwhiteheadI9@gmail.com
Features Editor
Fashion Editor
Entertainment Editor
News Editor
News in brief
Dance Soc to create flashmob
Editor
MEET THE TEAM
As part of the Special Olympics National
Collection Day on Friday 15 April
2011, DIT Dance Society will preform a
flashmob to raise awareness.
Fashmobs became popular in recent
times and have been used for advertising
campaigns, most notably the T-mobile ad.
A flash mob involves a group of people
who assemble suddenly in a public place,
perform an unusual and sometimes
seemingly pointless act for a brieftime and
quickly disperse.
The Dance Society plan on getting as
Sports Editors
]uanita Wilson won both Best Script and
Best Director for her film As IfI'm Not There,
which is based on a Slavenka Drakulic book
set in 1990s war-torn Bosnia. She also won
an IFTA in 2009 for her film The Door, which
was also up for an Oscar in 2010.
P] Dillon succeeded as Best Director
of Photography in the film The Runway
which recorded the incident where a South
American pilot crash landed in County Cork.
Philip Kampfwas awarded for Best Factual
Programme for Operation Transformation.
The four DIT graduates were in star-
studded company on the night with stars
like Kim Cattrall and Pierce Brosnan in
attendance at the awards.
By EDEL GOLDEN
G r.aduates of DIT were successfulat this year's Irish Film andTelevision Awards, walking away
with six awards.
DIT graduates ]uanita Wilson, Domhnall
Gleeson, P] Dillon and Philip Kampf all
won the highest honours in Irish film
and television, with Wilson and Gleeson
acquiring two awards each.
Domhnall Gleeson, son of renowned Irish
actor Brendan Gleeson, won both the Rising
Star Award and also Best Actor in a Lead
Role on Television for the part he played as
Bob Geldof in When Harvey Met Bob. Fans
of Harry Potter might also recognise him as
Bill Weasley from the latest instalment of the
magical saga.
KEVIN DONNELLAN
DITNEWS.ENTS@GMAIL.COM
COLIN IIIGGINS AND AOIFE CONNAUGHTON
DITNEWS.SPORTS@GMAIL.COM
It is policy of DIT News to correct any inaccuracies. Any corrections or
clarifications will be printed in the following issue. It is also policy of DIT
News to offer the right of reply to any penoD who feels aggrieved by any
articles or comments. Please forward any comments to the editor.
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News in brief
Date change for
RAG week
EAST to replace
annual AM Ball
Oil win Kazakhstan
based IQ quiz show
By SIOBHAN MAGUIRE
hard but because they have
representatives in almost every
building it has the potential
to be hugely successful:' Craig
Reynolds, chairman of BAM soc
said that the ball will be funded
through a combination of
ticket sales, society funding and
sponsorship, "I think the BEAST
Ball can develop into one of the,
if the not the biggest events on
the DIT calendar:' he added.
Organisation of the event is still
underway but it is expected to
take place at the end of March.
that there is a special event fund
allocated to DIT societies and
this year they wanted to ensure
that the fund would benefit as
many students as possible. Some
society members came together
and decided that it would be
better for them to combine their
resources and provide one huge
event for DIT students. Conway
stated that "because the event
is coming from the students
there is a real buzz about it,
black tie balls aren't traditional
in DIT so they'll have to work
For the first time in DIThistory more than twosocietieswill join together
to host a black tie ball that will
replace the annual BAM Ball.
The business and management
society will still be involved
and will come together with the
Engineering, Event, Astronomy
and Nutrition societies to bring
you the BEAST Ball.
BEAST stands for business,
engineering, astronomy science
and technology. Head of
societies Anita Conway said
services and trading commented
''I'm very confident that it will
be bigger and better than ever
before, just due to circumstances
beyond our control, it had to be
rescheduled" and reinforced that 'it
hasn't been cancelled, it's just been
rescheduled':
The week will now take place
from 11 April with the DIT Ball
planned to be on Thursday, 14.
The chosen charity for this year's
RAG week is Citywise.
master, challenging the students'
lateral thinking with various logic
based questions. The TV crew
based in Kazakhstan then edited
the programme so that viewers
saw a seamless version of the
quiz programme taking place in
several countries at once with DIT
obtaining the overall victory.
Speaking to thr DIT News, Brian
Gormley said that he hopes the
college will be participating in the
unusual quiz again. "We filmed
the show on Paddy's weekend, and
the whole event was quite strange.
Especially as they had two Popstars
from Kazakhstan who came up
on the stage and sang and danced
around us between the quiz rounds.
But it was great fun, and as a
result of doing so well in the Quiz,
DIT is now more well known in
Kazakhstan than Oxford or Mlr
T he annual raising and giving(RAG) week has been moved
to another date due to scheduling
conflicts with Mr Hudson.
The music artist was supposed to
headline the RAG ball, that would
h~ve taken place this week, but will
now be one of the acts lined up for
the DIT Ball.
The decision was made to change
the dates on the Wednesday, 2
March, just days before RAG week
kicked off.
Eric Fitzgerald, vice president for
ByLYNNESWAN
D IT students have beennamed the winners of aKazakhstan based quiz
show called IQ. The programme,
which is often compared to a
University Challenge quiz show,
pits teams, from various Institutes
of Technology in European
countries, against each other.
The programme goes on tour
and films the show in different
European based institutes. The
event was first brought to the
attention of DIT by Terry Battles
of the DIT International Office
and was embraced by DIT due
to the number of students from
Kazakhstan currently studying in
DIT.
DIT was chosen as the featured
college for Ireland and students
volunteered to take part in teams
of three. Brian Gormley, Campus
Life Manager, acted as quiz
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for their favourite candidate
with Eric Fitzgerald ultimately
winning out with 2,416 votes.
1his will be Fitzgerald's second
term as vice president. "The
margin by which I won was a
complete and utter shock to me.
Simon ran a great campaign
and I was really expecting it
to be a tight result, one way or
the other. When the returning
officer announced the result, I
was overcome with emotion. I
couldn't believe it" he told the
DITNews.
The hotly contested role
of vice president of student
and academic affairs was
announced next with David
Keogan winning out with 1,866
votes, three times more than any
other candidate received. The
Bolton Street student described
his surprise at the margin by
which he got elected saying
"I was over the moon when I
heard my name announced. I
was completely taken aback by
the amount of votes I got:'
As tension reached
fever pitch, the final count
commenced and a large crowd
began to form around the stage.
Finally, it was announced that
Ciaran Nevin will serve as the
student's president for another
term. The former mechanical
engineering student received
over two thirds of the student
vote.
He commented
to DIT News "It's
not possible to
describe, because
you and your
team have been
working tirelessly
for a month and
in a just a few
short words you
find out that it all
paid otr.'
Above: At the count
In Bolton street 3
March 2011. Left:
The new DITSU
representatives with
their campaign team.
Your 2011/2012 Student Union Representatives
Eric Fitzgerald
Vice President
of Services and
Trading
David Keogan
Vice President
of Academic and
Student Affairs
David Rice
Kevin Street
Glenn Fitzpatrick
Aungier Street
Laura Fagan
Bolton Street
Gillian Byrne
Mountjoy Square
Ciara Smyth
Rathmlnes
Anthony Handibode
Cathal Brugha Street
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Twin rview: with vour new BITSU representatives
We know llone of you want to read boring, long winded manifestos. So, we asked YOU the students to come up with some
questions for your DITSU candidates and made them answer in less than 140 characters. Some were random, some were
serious... but to they were all questions that DIT students wanted the answers to. Read on to see what they had to say.
Ciaran Nevin, President Eric Fitzgerald, VP Services & Trading
Davld Keogan, VP Student. Academic Affairs
-."ltIIIlI.l40
Who is your favourite
Glee character?
Whichever one tells them to
stop murdering The Rocky
Horror Show!
What is the theme tune to your life,
Stand Up &' Fight from the musical Carmen}ones. probably
'cos rm a big Munster fan!
What is your Dumber one goal ifeIeded!
To kick on from this year. hit the ground running from day
one next year and to perform as a more effective. efficient of-
ficer.
What is your favourite quote ofall time!
"Kids, you tried your best and failed. The lesson is - never try"
- Homer Simpson.
What way did you use social
media for your campaign?
Nothing too extensive. just
a Facebook page and a few
tweets here and there - my
campaign team and I did
most of the work on the
ground!
WIaat.....,. oIDIT to,..,
Just the camaraderie between Itudeota - the amaU campuses
mean that you1I always bump into IOIDeODe you~ and
youa often fiDeI yaanelfJate for a lec:ture or a meetin8 'cos
youa be too buay c;battiftl!
Who...,......0..-. ,
Depends - is Father Damo aWnl? Blur••.! mean Oasisl
WIId.........part ce., lp'
The long hours - twelve hour daJI lie Dot aood fOr a body!
What hu beeB your.....1IdIieNmeat la DIT to cIatd
The 2010 Freshers' Ball - the biggest weve ever had with uoo
students in 1he Wright Venuel
TeII.lI....:,............1..0
Ilaft .....widl penon, dad ordn. who
Matt GroeDing. the creator ol1be Simpsons. so I could shab
his hand for creating one of the funniest shows ever from Sea-
son 1-8. and smack him for bepins it going beyond that and
killing what was once abeautiful thing.
W1Iere ... yea leeJ8'IftCIf. 6ft,.an tiJaef
In a mirror. older. fatter and balder.
Experience. continuity and professionalism. I want to use my
experience from my first term to be a more effective and ef-
.ficient representative for Dff students in 2011112.
increased political awareness of the student body. We
have strength in numbers and have made great strides
in uniting the student body behind our causes.
What was the hardest part of the whole campaip!
The close of the PoDs. You know that after that you can
do no more and yet you will have to wait a day to see
bow the past month went.
What IDeIDOI'f ofDIT ......out to you'
Standing up in front ol40.000 students OIl the protest
on Nomnber 3rd and knowing that 6000 of them were
DIT students.
Who is your favourite
Glee character?
The serial killer. who
will eventually kill off
the rest of the cast.
meaning the end of
Glee.
What is your n1llDber one pal ....,
To of
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Final decision made
on school restructure
NEW SCHOOL
STRUCTURE
SCHOOL OF CREATIVE
ARTS AND MEDIA
-Graduate School ofCreative
Arts and Media (GndCAM)
-Diglta1 Media Centre (DMC)
-Centre for Transcultural
Research and Media Practice
(CTMP)
-Centre for Social Education
Research (CSER)
.(Food PIoclact DeveloP.DleDt
Ceatre (FPDC) Is apeded
to be re--ldiftted withJn the
natyear)
-Tourism
-Event MaMgement
-Leisure Management
-Hospitality
RESEARCH CENTRES
•.Musk Performance
SCHOOL OF CULINARY
ARTS AND FOOD
TECHNOLOGY:
.Jazz
•Tradlticmallrish Music
-Junior Music
SCHOOLOP....d!lGJES
AND SOCII'ft
CONSERVATORY OF
MUSIC AND DRAMA
.... WIDe Studies
.BakIng and Paltry Arts
Management
-Professional Cookery
SClIO(~:()FHOSPITALITY
MANAGEMENT AND
TOURISM
.FiDeArt
.Print
.PUbIiC Relations
.JoUl'lll1Jsm
.CritkaI and Cu1tural1heory
Desip
.Photography
• Media Produdion
. .....~
international positions for
DIT and to improve the future
development of 'key discipline
areas:
DIT Student Union President
Ciaran Nevin admitted the
student union was not aware
of the core details of the initial
proposals. He ensures that any
input the SU has will put student
needs first: "student needs are
at the forefront of any input we
have... we will continue to input
into the restructuring process
through focus groups and student
consultation':
Brid Grant, Head of Arts and
Tourism at DIT, acknowledged
that a number of staff members
opposed the early structure plan.
During the negotiations, Ms.
Grant assured DIT News that any
decision likely tp happen would
be in the best interest of both staff
and students.
Sources claimed the reshuffle
was partly due to economic issues
at DIT, such as administration
support suffering a 25 percent
reduction in the past year.
According to documents obtained
by DIT News the main aims of
the Executive are to develop
This move is likely to happen in the
next five years.
The decision is welcomed by staff
and lecturers, particularly those
in the current School of Media
who expressed indignation at the
initial proposals. It is believed the
Executive's final decision is partly
due to the staff of the School of
Media objecting to the original
plans. Staffmembers requested the
proposals be refined twice and put
up for discussion again. A total of
six staff from the School of Media
objected to the original plans and
submitted their own proposals as a
result.
BvEvA IlALL
Afinal decision has beenmade on the new schoolstructure for DIT's new
college ofArts and Tourism after
months of heated deliberations
between staff and lecturers.
The Executive of the College of
Arts and Tourism concluded that
the new structure will be made up
of five Schools and three College
offices. These new Schools will
be implemented into the new
College structure from September
2011. Among the key aims of the
restructuring process was to make
the transition to one single campus
on Grangegorman grounds easier.
DIT Sign Society has launched their first ever Sign Language music video in collaboration with DIT Guitar Society. They filmed the video of
Snow Patrols 'Hands Open' as part of their disability awareness week. Entitled 'Think Integration:1hink Inclusion; it ran from 28 February
with various events taking place. The video now has nearly 2,000 views and can be watched on the sign society's official YouTube channel.
DIT News
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Picture Perfect 011students
win trip to
Caribbean
Studen Afrk Elian Rice, 5lobban Bolton and Gemma Fowler with Mr. World 1010 KamaI Ibnhim launch the DIT Fubion Show on 1
March 2011. 1he theme of the 2011 show was represented in pbotoaboot. Romeo an4 GluUieta: A Bad Romance.
Recently, the society welcomed three juq to DIT tOr the judglns ofthe Student Desip Competition. The panel was made up of Ansela
Scanlon, Maria Fusco and Bairbre Power and they deliberated for the JDOI'Ilins, finally I'OtIDdIns the entries down to 17 semi-finaIist&
On the 9 March, the finalists will be chosen who will then take part in the DIT FaIhlon show on 29 March 2011 where the winner will be
crowned. All information will be posted on the society's bIOI> website and Facebook. Tickets will So on sale for the show this week.
By LYNNE SWAN
DIT has beaten off stiff
competition to be narned the
winners of the 2010/2011
Newstalk Student Enterprise
Competition. The DIT tearn
battled against IT's based in
Tralee,Tipperary and Dundalk.
Each of the tearns were given
a case study based on a real-
life business scenario in which
they had three hours to devise
a detailed solution, with limited
information on the case.
The tearns were then given
20 minutes to present their
analysis and recommendations
to a panel of judges consisting
of Frank Cronin, CEO of
Newstalk 106-108fm, Bobby
Kerr, CEO of Insomnia and
presenter of Newstalk's 'Down
to Business: David Bunworth,
owner of David Bunworth &
Associates, and Niall Mellon,
founder of Niall Mellon
Township Trust.
The tearn representing DIT
was announced the winner by
competition chairman, Mr.
Denis O'Brien, at the prize-
giving ceremony, which took
place at Tipperary Institute on
7 February. Tearn members
Matty Weldon (captain),
Stephanie Lawless, Aishling
Leonard and Ciara Quinn are
all final year BSc Marketing
students in DIT's College of
Business.
Along with their mentor, Dr.
Paul Donnelly, DIT School of
Marketing, the tearn will travel
to the Caribbean this summer
on a study visit. During their
stay, they will shadow senior
executives in Digicel Group
which is the fastest growing
mobile operator in the
Caribbean.
Commenting on their win,
tearn captain, Matty Weldon,
said "We are delighted to
have won the 2010/2011
Newstalk Student Enterprise
Competition. The tearn and I,
and our mentor, Paul Donnelly,
worked extremely hard in
the run up to and during this
competition. This is a fantastic
opportunity for us and we look
forward to travelling to Digicel
this summer."
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By AIsLING O'SULLIVAN
Hundreds ofDIT students gathered
in front of the Bolton Street stage
and watched from balconies to
see the bag wearing duo more
commonly known as The Rubber
Bandits perform their new song.
With the exception ofa couple avid
fans who loudly sang along, most
did not know the words to the new
single but nevertheless, the crowd
were not disappointed.
When the pair stopped for
their photo opportunity, everyone
expected them to do an encore.
Alas, they were in for a letdown
when Mr Chrome and Blind
Boy Boat Club bounced off stage
without performing the infamous
"Horse Outside': Boos echoed
around the college and everyone
went away entertained, if not a little
disappointed.
If "Horse Outside" was about how
the good guy gets the girl then "I
Wanna Fight Your Father" is about
taking that love further to the point
of being physically maimed to prove
that love.
The video was shot using over
60 extras, 3 animal wranglers and
500 pounds of cod from Limerick's
Donkey Ford's chipper mainly in
Limerick with the final scene shot
at South Studios in the Liberties in
Dublin.
The video went live from www.
youtube.com/rubberbandits that
day and has already received nearly
400.000 hits. "I Wanna Fight Your
Father" is available on iTunes and
in Record Stores Nationwide on the
Lovely Men Label.
The Rubber Bandits play The
Olympia Theatre on Thursday 21
April. Tickets are €19.45 including
booking fee and are on sale now.
Mr. Chrome and Blind Boy Boat
Club stop and pose for a photo
opportunity with the press while
(left) a crowd of DIY students try
to get In the background.
Students take the lead and earn 5 extra credits
DIT is set to launch a pilotscheme which will seestudents earn five ECfS
credits for their extracurricular
activities. Entitled the LEAD
module, it was first proposed by
staff in April 2006 and has taken
the past five years to gain approval.
Speaking to students at an
information meeting, Anita
Conway, head of DIT societies and
one of the people supporting the
program. said "it's been a long time
coming" but stressed that the pilot
"needs to be a success" in order
to continue. Mary Scally. director
of student and academic affairs of
DITSU described the hard work
that past SU representatives have
done to get it this far. "We're very
excited about this and 1 think with
the commitment
Any student can apply for the
pilot and shortly. 15 will be chosen
to try out the new module. As part
of the work required, they will have
to write a reflective 2.000 word essay
about their activities undertaken.
Students will choose three skills
to focus on, such as. leadership.
communication and organisational.
LEAD stands for Lead. Engage.
Achieve and Develop. The idea
was first introduced as a way of
recognising the time and effort
students put into clubs and societies
outside ofclass work. People from all
areas can apply. such as sports. clubs
and student union activities.
The credits will be given on a pass
or fail basis and will not replace
other module credits that students
would normal have to undertake.
Therefore. if someone fails a class.
they cannot substitute their credits
to pass the semester.
Various members of DIT staff
have agreed to act as mentors to the
students who take this module on.
DIT News
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Are men becoming
too metro sexual?
It started with brothers, friends and our other male
counterparts asking to use the hair straightener, then going
out and buying one. Now there's such thing as Guyliner? And
then there's the man Uggs. It's an increasing phenomenon -
the metrosexual. Stephanie Fennell talks about this growing
trend and Kyle Cahill gives us a guy's view on things.
What do YOU think?
"VesI
think 50
[becoming
too metro].
Man-bags
are too
muchl"
look. So some might wonder what has
brought on this recent metro sexual trend
in our male friends. One may say it is
influenced by celebrities - as most ofour
lives are these days. Names which spring
to mind while talking to people are Gavin
Henson, David Beckham, Christiano
Ronaldo, Zac Efron and John James
Parton (Big Brother 2010 contestant).
For guy celebrities such as these, fake tan
seems to be becoming a growing trend.
Could this be so for the guys we all know?
Our family and friends? Andrew (19),
a UCD student from Dublin explained
how he noticed this to be true. "I wore
fake tan for a Jersey Shore themed night
at The Wright Venue in Swords last week.
Walking through college that day I looked
slightly orange and expected it to be the
most embarrassing day of my life, but I
didn't look out of place at all! I think I
actually fit in better that way." Ok, so not
all the guys may not be walking around
sporting the Pauly D look, but at the end
of it all, a bit of fake colour is not such a
'girl thing' anymore. Facts like these are
what replace the sister with the boyfriend
in the 'fight for the bathroom' scene. Hair
straighteners hand and face moisturiser,
fake bake, eyeliner and foundation, they
are becoming unisex items. But hey, girls,
look on the bright side, at least there will
always be some knocking about the house
somewhere...
Hide your GHD ladies... !
"I don't think men are
becoming too metro-
MXUal. It's just the
direction we're taking
as a society - we're
going to become
more hypersexual...
The West Included. I
think most fashion Is
retrospective anyway".
longer again ifgoing out dubbing. Ian
(20), a student from Dublin said that
when he goes shopping for dothes, he
tries to "get stuff that nobody else has':
Guys these days are definitely trying their
best to impress more than ever when it
comes to what the look like. Another
male student (23), who studies here in
DIT added "I drink herbal tea a bit more
now because I heard it's good for your
skin."
This attitude to style and appearance
can be described as some-what normal
amongst the guys of today, but where
do we draw the line? When exactly
does a guy cross it and enter metro
sexual territory? Surely, taking pride
in appearance approaches a red light
somewhere along the road? "They can
wear nice clothes, do their hair nicely,
smell nice, but if I ever noticed make up
or tan...that's taking it way too far" said
Niamh (19), a DlT student. The term
'Guyliner' mayor may not sound familiar
to many people. Is this too much or
can a man wear make-up without being
branded 'gay'? This may be a turn offon
first thoughts, but could it make the man
attractive if he decides to wear it? Deep
in a conversation over Facebook chat, a
friend admitted to me that men absolutely
"have to smell nice. If I find out guys take
longer than me to get ready and are all
pretty boy-ish it's a turn off yes"
It seems as though we can safely say
that girls are turned offby the metro
it comes to looking after their appearance
these days. Some goes so far as to tag
some guys metro sexual.
The majority of males like to look good.
That's acceptable, right? You might say
that an interest in appearance comes with
age. One female student (18) from DCU
said that she has noticed a change in her
male friends over the last couple of years,
"With some of my guy friends, the hair
has to be perfect, they only shop in all the
nice shops like Topman, which are well
known and nice shoes are a must have."
Asking ten males between the ages of 18
and 27, over 75 per cent of them said it
takes up to half an hour to get ready for
college or work in the mornings, and
W hether we're going on a date,to college or work, or ifweare simply just hitting the
shops for a wonder, there's one thing us
girls all have in common - we just love
to experiment with our look.
As quoted by Ms Katy Perry, 'You,
change your mind, like a girl, changes
clothes' as she compares her 'hot and
cold' boyfriend with a girl getting dressed.
Indeed, it has to be said that we do love
to create a dilemma for ourselves when it
comes to the wardrobe selection process.
That's expected of women - we like to
look our best. As do our counterparts of
course. But some may say that the male
species have taken it slightly too far when
A Guy's View
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Sorry,
doyou
havea
minute?
You can be guaranteed to hear
these few words follow you
wherever you go in Dublin.
Katie Hennessey talks about
the realities of being a 'chugger'
and reveals some surprising
facts about the multi-million
euro industry.
T he charity mugger or 'chugger'is a phenomenon found on thestreets of every town in Ireland
and ifyou frequent the streets of Dublin,
the chances are you have dodged one in
the last month at least. They have been
around since 2002, their target being to
sign you up to make a regular monthly
donation. The interesting debate is if
chuggers prove just as great a public
hazard as beggars who now face harsh
reprimands from the law.
With new laws in place since 2 February
enabling Gardai to move people on who
are found begging near ATMs, shops or
night safes, with failure to do so resulting
in a two year prison sentence, €200,000
or both. Since its implementation 160
people have been cautioned and 60 people
convicted. Talking to students on the topic
of chuggers, most held the same opinion.
"They annoy me, 1 always bush them off':
says one student. "I don't think people
approaching you is going to do anything':
Of course everybody has the ability to
contact a charity they would like to help,
but unless these people are approached and
offered an easy way to donate, is the money
going to make it to the charity? The average
monthly donation given by those who have
signed up to Concern is €11.80, while the
direct debit system ensures the regularity of
donations which enables the charity to plan
projects whose future would otherwise
This fundraising
created
€44,946,000 for
the charity in 2009
be uncertain, were they to really on the
spontaneity of the public.
These street fundraisers are paid of
course. Those receiving performance
related pay are the ones that won't let you
go, while those receiving a fixed pay; apply
less pressure. Concern workers are paid €l3
an hour while those working for the animal
charity Paws receive 30 per cent of what
they receive from the public. Those working
on the streets for charity are given strict
protocols on how to deal with the public.
Complaints from the public come often,
however they are dealt with accordingly.
Fundraisers are retrained on how better to
deal with the public.
In return, many of the workers have
reason to complain about the public. Street
fundraisers have been cursed at and spat
on while workers for Paws have had a knife
pulled on them as well as just last week, one
worker being mugged by four individuals
who stole the halfdays takings of€40. Apart
from this, the day to day work of a chugger
is harsh on their mental state, rejection
is common and unless the fundraiser is
particularly suited to the job, the average
will last only three or four months. Abuse
can also come in the form ofracism towards
the benefactors and a reluctant attitude to
money leaving the country.
In the case of Concern, 88 per cent
of income goes towards relief and
development while 9 per cent is put back
into fundraising. This fundraising created
€44,946,OOO for the charity in 2009, while
other money comes in the form of grants
from the government, donations and from
other places. 70 per cent of what you put
in the basket of a Paws worker makes it to
the charity.
The number of chuggers however, will
always be kept in check with the strict
regulation of permits issued by the Gardai,
according to the areas, streets and times
fundraising will be taking place. It is a pity
to see those less well off having to avoid
the Gardai and putting themselves at risk
to obtain some money, especially since
homeless services have received a cut of
€2.6 million in the latest budget. However
when a registered charity creates jobs as
well as raising a substantial amount of
money to help worthy causes, maybe it is
something to be grateful for.
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counted. All in my strong area. Loads of 2,
3, 4, which is comforting, but not enough
No. Is. I concede, with good grace:' It feels
like we are eavesdropping on him breaking
the news to his family. Gathering them all
around the table before sighing his way
through his tweet, pausing with particular
emphasis on "with good grace."
If twitter tells us· anything it's that the
public are angry. Just look at the campaigns
against Lucinda Creighton because of her
comments on gay marriage. 'While this
hyperbole is, as I said earlier, often irrelevant
and ill-informed, the sheer volume of it
conveys the public consensus better than
any vox-pop.
without their PR men. Senator Dan Boyle
seemed to realise this more than most with
his tweet "Taking time out. Obviously very
disappointed. Making no decisions yet other
than I will keep this account open:' There
you have it, his future in politics is up in
the air but his twitter account simply has to
stay. Pascal Donohoe broke his good news,
leaving most ofhis 140 characters spare with
"Home. Elected. Over the moon:' The TDs
must love it, they get to appear sincere and
trendy all at the same time; all while patting
themselves on the back for managing to use
the website in the first place.
Twitter has the feel of a private chat-room,
all be it a very public private chat-room,
and former Deputy Paul Gogarty's tweets
certainly had that feel to it "10% of tallies
o 0 erv t, M ~ r & a
sicensembLes'seciet~..
That's the problem with twitter,
it gives everyone the same voice.
In the same stream of tweets you
can come across one by RTE or
Newstalk[aka a reputable source]
who will break a story, but only
two mouse movements later and
someone is threatening Dick Roche and
giving him a new nickname[what
nickname? I will
leave that up to
the reader's
imagination]
An awful lot
of 'opinion'
must be
s w a m
through
before you get
to any news on
social media.
What twitter has
given TDs, both hopeful and
hopeless, is a plinth to talk to their public
By ANDREW DONOVAN
T here were 20,000 tweets cast aboutthe election over the weekend.I don't know whether to be
impressed or not by that figure. 20,000 out
of four million is hardly a large number,
even Fianna Fail did better than that. How
many tweets were cast for the 2007 general
election? None? All we know is that
Twitter have received the biggest swing
between elections than any political party
and even though analysis found that 40.1
per cent of tweets are about "pointless
babble'~ you could argue that the
politicians have spoken a far higher
proportion than that.
The great thing about twitter is
it gives everyone the same voice.
A scroll down through the GEll
tag conjures up more contrasting
views than any RTE or TV3 producer
could ever assemble on a panel show.
However, while the views of twitter users
may be contrasting and conflicting they
are often irrelevant and ill-informed.
EavesdroppinlL
onthe
important
people
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Dust on the placards,
here we go again
Stlllell relCUII IIIE11
Eva Hall asks students if they were happy with the
recent general election results
By BARRY LENNON
T he count centres are closed.The candidates are chosen.DIT candidates told
students what they would do for
them as president, vice president
and convenor. The week before
DIT's election the nation went to
the polls. Dill hopefuls also told
us what they would do for us, but
the results of the General Election
are the most telling fact.
Fianna Fail's desperation for seats
was encapsulated in the Wicklow
count. Outgoing TD, Dick Roche
seemed like Libya's Colonel Gaddafi
in calling a recount there. He is
deluded and unwilling to believe
his people's desire to oust him. At
least, that is what the tweets said. It
was a fruitless recount for the party.
Though the annihilation of many
Fianna Fail seats was expected it still
came as a shock to the party.
Despite Michael Martin's clean
cut and apologetic image, the
public could not believe that he was
representative of his party. They
instead perhaps agreed with Enda
Kenny's words, "Martin, you are full
of wind and spoof.' The new leader
could not rescue Fianna Fail from its
worst general election performance.
ParadOxically, Labour received its
best general election result despite
their over hyped campaign. The
party relied on Eamon Gilmore's
popularity to gain support. What
the party did not realise was that
undecided voters do not vote for
political messiahs (Enda Kenny
is testament to this). And later on
during their campaign Labour's
attacks on Fine Gael were not
popular.
Like its leader, Fine Gael
remained rigid to the opinion polls,
sweeping up an approximate 40 per
cent of the vote. They now make
the largest party in Dciil Eireann
after a successful election. Enda's
infamous five point plan prompts a
new graduate tax for students. This
tax aids reducing the budget deficit.
In November thousands of
students descended on the capital's
streets protesting against the
increase in registration fees. The
slogan "education not emigration"
on banners highlighted the stark
choices of many students. This
graduate tax will constrict students
to finding work that may not exist
in Ireland after college. These plans
may force students out onto the
streets in protest again.
Labour promised to reverse
Fianna Fail's increased fees during
their campaign. However in ~
coalition government with Fine
Gael, promises will be broken in the
brokering of a deal.
In that case the re-elected DITSU
preSident Ciaran Nevin may need to
prepare the placards for the second
protest this academic year.
"Yes, I wtIIIkd Fine Gul ill
power".
AleUJldra WlteIaD
"Yn. EIUItI Kenny will do IUf honestjob,
He will "tIN tile ItIIftepolicies tIuIt Iuwe
been done be/ore 611t I dUnk ".'11.11
lIonesdy",
DaveLeviDs
"Yes, because Fianna Fail Wert!ll't
contributing to education ",
Lisa Byroe
Louise, left: "I'm not thllt interested in
politics butyes I was happy with it"
Tan, right: u~s, I'm glad there's a
Mayo man as Taoiseachl"
"No I'm not happy with it The only
reason is because celebrity candidates
like Mick WaJlace got voted in".
Fergus O'FarreU
The
danger
01
ignorance
Sophie Cairns looks at the
reality of accepting Ireland
as a gay friendly nation.
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Research, says homophobia knows no class
boundaries but religion was a key factor.
Yes, let's be optimistic, but let's be
realistic about where we are at now, too.
Yes, we have achieved to pull through the
Civil Partnership Bill to Act status, but as
Senator David Norris said early on, "There
is nothing visionary in the legislation, nor
is there anything revolutionary about it. An
historic opportunity has been missed."
Our country is still far behind in its
prejudices, and we should be recognising
that - not ignoring it. Unfortunately, it is
only by recognising our downfalls that we
can ever succeed.
• •
they scream at gays that it's fine to walk
hand in hand with your partner down the
street - rural and urban streets alike?
No, and so surely its highly naive to be
spreading the view that it's safe to be 'out'
on our streets. I'm not saying that our
young gays should hide their sexuality and
personality from all to see.
However, by declaring Ireland
homophobe free we are endangering, not
saving! If every gay thought they were safe
on the streets, I'm sure the stats quoted
above would be even starker. In a college
environment, it's so easy to forget how
close-minded the rest our country is.
Neil Jarman, of the Institute of Conflict
by leading international specialist gay
marketing agency Out Now Consulting.
This means that in 2009, 267, 000 Irish
gays experienced hate crime. And over 106,
811 of those, were physically assaulted.
106,811 physically assaulted for being
gay. Imagine how many others have been
harmed, having been accused of fulfilling a
stereotype.
If those statistics weren't shocking
enough, over the past five years, five gay
men have been murdered in the North.
Do these stats scream at young gays to
come out ofcloset - as ifeverything is going
to be ok? Do they scream at us to dress as
we please - stereotypically gay or not? Do
"/het~~~w~ yow eat'\! 'becotnetet;
j01A¥~ w'thrCH.,(.glvprad:'LCe/. Writ"~ write-CU'ldt
write-~moret. I regre:t~~~more--
i.t'woLved- (..wOw~new~~erwhent I WM' (..w
~Ct+'\.dt 1cNww t1.OW~ it" woul.d- have-- be.e.w
et; 1J.4rhclp. New~~er e.<it:t:or~ do-nJt:jl.Mit w£Nt'\.'t
story~ - the:Y w£Nt'\.'t~ copy. And-yow
won/t:Wtprove--y01A¥ copy ~yowpret.ett.c.et.So-
CCY\.tYib«.t"et CU'ldtyowIL00r~t:&~up et;job-
whentyow~e--" - Colette Fitzpatrick
N owadays we think Ireland ishomophobe free - as if twowomen could stride down their
local main street hand in hand.
Chatting recently to friends and family
about this phenomenon, I got the same
reaction every time. 'Get over it! It's FINE
to be gay these days:
But is it? Four out of five gays experience
hate crime. Over half of those have been
physically assaulted. (The Institute of
Conflict Research, NI)
In 2009 Ireland had a population of 4,
450, 446, according to Google population
data. With six per cent of the population
gay, according to research conducted
L
rHAVE YOUR SAY.
I
I
I
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By TEssA FLEMMING
Laughing is something I don'tfeel is justified by these new age.modern abbreviations and slang,
mainly "LOL", '"ROFL", "LMAO" and
even "haha". I don't know any body who
keeps strictly to the "haha" sound of
virtuallangbter. I hate virtuallangbter.
The unforeseen plague ofvirtuallangbter
by God when giving Moses the ten
commandments was a truly unfortunate
mistake which will probably lead to the
destruction of laughter as we know it.
Soon we will be flying hydro-electric cars
"Ioling" in our silver space suits.
Something which is problematic for me,
and has been for quite soon time, is that I
have lost the capability to laugh as much
as I did when I was a child I once read
that adults laugh a mere 17 times a day
while children laugh around 400 times.
Sometimes I wonder if that is possible at
all. Do they spend the entire day laughing?
Needless to say that although I used to
laugh hysterically at the embarrassing
health television programmes, the likely
hood of me actually contracting those
diseases nowadays, greatly reduces the
humour of it all.
I suppose it doesn't take a health expert to
inform one of the health benefits linked to
laughing. Like me, one should Wikipedia
it. Laughing releases endorphins,
which are the bodies natural painkillers.
Laughing is also associated with low blood
pressure, low stress levels and is known
for boasting the bodies immune system to
help fight infections. Perhaps this is why,
particularly coming into the considerably
cold winter season, I find myselfconstantly
under the weather.
In my desperate search for a good
hearty, healthy laugh for a good, hearty,
healthy body, I have been forced into the
comedy dubs lining the darkened winter
streets of Ireland's "big apple': Although
for some so-called "comedians': I have
cringed and dosed my eyes to escape the
absolute awkwardness of it all, I have got
Something which
is problematic for
me, and has been
for quite soon
time, is that I have
lost the capability
to laugh as much
as I did when I
was a child.
my fair share of laughs. Even to hear the
roars of real, unimagined laughter from
other actual people, instead of the "ha-
ha's" and the "lo1's" I am subjected to on
the internet, fill my grouchy and irritable
heart with a strange sense of happiness.
I have become one of the regulars in
two ofthe comedy dubs that line the lonely
walk home each Thesday and Wednesday
nighL I order my small whiskey and coke
and the jokes seem funnier as the hours
pass and the drunker I get. I have come to
associate most of the strange laughter that
is evoked form my lips with the comedians
and comedy dubs who are responsible for
it.
I have realized lately that I couple being
merry and laughing heartily with being
plump and some red-cheeked old man
supporting a belly. Essentially something
resembling Santa. I realize that this is
the typical image people conjure when
presented with the words "merry'" and
"heartily': I wonder if this is a kind of
discrimination against skinny people?
Do they not laugh heartily? Are not they
merry? Or perhaps they are the very people
of the "haha" and the "Ioling" variety. I do
however think it's fitting that I associate
the word "glee", with cheesy American high
school students prancing about in short
skirts. I am gaining perspective now, I
think.
I have come to the conclusion that
laughter is important to everyone, whether
it be "Ioling", roaring, or hiccupping with
heartybelly bouncing. I love mytrips to the
comedy dubs where I'm always guaranteed
a good abdominal exercise in laughing. Of
course I'm forever haunted by the prospect
that my frail body will be blanketed in
wrinkles and laughter lines before the age
of twenty-five, and I am forced to live the
life ofa poor spinster woman with only the
small goldfish to reminisce her experiences
of laughter and comedy dubs with. I may
have to, presently, invest in a good anti-
aging cream if I am to attain a husband at
all.
But over-all, I agree with who ever
induced the theory that laughter is the best
medicine. Already my mother can tell that
I don't look half as morbid and death-like
as I once did I feel like the burden ofbills
and the worry of deadlines bounces of my
shoulders with each bounding belly laugh.
I believe I've turned into my mother when
I say that (such as above), laughter is the
best medicine, but why not embrace the
fact that it actually is?
However, as the sinister presence of the
IMF unfolds and sprawls, encompassing
the entire mindset of the population, I
fear that the sound of real laughter will
disappear forever. I fear comedians will
be forced out of the hallowed comedy
dubs and only the dim echo of a forgotten
laughter will serve the next generation
proof that the Irish laughed at all.
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Review: Tutankhamun Exhibtion
By BERNARD O'ROURKE
Y OU probably wouldn't go tosee a display of fake Picassoor Salvador Dali paintings,
hat people have been flocking to the
RDS since Saturday 19 February
to see a coUection of (totally fake)
treasures of Thtankhamun's tomb. All
reproductions, nothing real. Why?
The exhibition promises to supply
visitors with an accurate picture of how
Tutankhamun's tomb appeared when
it was first unearthed by Egyptologist
Howard Carter in the 1920s, as well as
painstaking reproductions of the contents
of the tomb, including the sarcophagus
and death mask of the pharaoh, which
are already some of the most well known
images of ancient Egypt.
These treasures can now be seen -
almost exact replicas of the real thing - in
a far more intimate and interactive setting
than the real thing. This is the whole
point. You can literally get close enough
to touch - there is no glass screen or
even a velvet rope separating the viewer
from the display. The direct experience
is what people have come to see, and in
terms of providing this, the Tutankhamun
exhibit doesn't disappoint. According to
Egyptologist Dr. Jaromir Malek from the
Griffith InstitutelUniversity of Oxford:
"This exhibition can do things which no
other - perhaps with the exception of
future virtual reality shows - is able to".
The first thing that greets visitors is
a short, snappy documentary about the
pharaoh. Tutankhamun's life was real
Hollywood blockbuster stuff - a boy king,
a fascinating setting, real epic stuff - and
the five minute documentary pretty much
give this all the weight it deserved. But
this isn't a history lesson, what I really
wanted to see was the (reproduced) goods.
And here is what makes this
exhibition special. Visitors first get to
see the treasure ofTutankhamun, not
behind a foot of pressurised glass in a
SO, Jedward areleinlte the Eurevisia
lust two years ago Ireland were represented by Dustin the Turkey in the Eurovision song contest with his awful
rap song Irelande Douze Pointe which failed to even qualify. This year, the wacky twins ledward will be taking the
honour of representing Ireland, and one has to question will the same fate be repeated!? Yes, the Eurovision has never
been a highly esteemed competition that celebrates the most talented and graceful acts in Europe, but is seen as more
ofa slapstick joke, with acts being noted for singing "bubblegum pop". Surely ledward are a perfect act?! I took to
the halls of DIT to ask the students what they think.
temperature controlled room, but laid
out in a reproduction of the tomb itself.
As part of the tour a display of the tomb
has been recreated exactly as it was
found by Howard Carter. According to
promoter Noel McHale "this is now the
only way people can experience this
moment of discovery" as "all the artefacts
originally found have been moved to
various Museums". Given that "a lot of
the originals are now too fragile to go on
public display" this exhibit is even better
than the real thing.
This is a mighty claim, but it's mostly
true. Following the reconstruction of
the tomb as it was first discovered,
various pieces of treasures are presented
individually. These include the four
sarcophagi of the King, placed one inside
the other; and the instantly recognisable
death mask of the pharaoh. McHale calls
it "one of the most recognisable images on
~he planet, on a par with the Mona Usa"
and he isn't far wrong. The mask is the
single most recognisable image of ancient
Egypt (except maybe the Pyramids, but
they won't be coming to Dublin any
time soon). Visitors can get within a few
inches of the mast, and there isn't even
any glass or security guard to stop you
touching it. It isn't even behind a velvet
rope.
The artefacts may not be real but they look
amazing, and they are far more accessible
than the real things. This exhibition has
already toured Europe successfully, selling
more than 1.8 minion tickets. Expectations
are high that Dublin sales will help push that
figure over the 2 million mark. When asked
the secret of its success McHale said that
"no photograph can do justice to the displays
compared with seeing them up close and
being able to walk around them and view
from all angles. It's a very entertaining
exhibition, and a great place to spend an
afternoon, with 1000 stunningly beautiful
artefacts to view".
,
,
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eDIT: Come and s
Ask anyone involved inDIT Societies or theStudent's Union and I
think they would have to admit
that DIT punches above it's
weight organising events for
students.
Whoever you are and whatever
you're into, there's something
for you to do and something
to get involved in. There's a
problem though, we're missing
something, something that
everybody wants to go to, and
when I say everybody, I mean
every one of the 22,000 students
studying in DIT. Personally I'm
sick and tired of hearing about
students selling their right ann
to go to Trinity Ball or having
to hitchhike their way across
the country for the craic of Rag
Week in Galway. Studying in the
center of the city, you'd think
we'd be setting a standard for
other colleges to live up to..
ss is
lost it's meaning. It's time to
make the City our Venue! DIT
Festival is the definitive student
event of the year. So all that's left
to ask is, when are you getting
your wristband?
Wristbands will be on sale from
SU shops from 9th March and the
eDIT Roadshow will be calling to
your campus and there will only
be a limited number available.
at the same time", then think
again because this isn't where
the festival stops. We've got all
sorts of everything happening
during the week in Temple Bar,
giving you guys a reason to
step out and hang out. It's time
to take the city back from the
hordes of drunken tourists and
people with cameras. We'll be
hosting a cycle mounted treaure
hunt and street theatre among
other things throughout the
week and all we need are you
guys, the students, to get on
board.
"The City is our Campus" has
what all the
When the evening rolls
around and the galleries shut,
it's tirpe to make the most of the
short couple years we've got in
college. Everything from the
DIT Music Ensemble Society to
the finalists from the DIT Battle
of the Bands, our aim is to
satisfy your party related needs.
On Monday and Thursday we'll
be throwing two of biggest
nights out of the year. Start and
end the week in style, go hard
and/or go home.
If you've gotten this far and
are still thinking "Sounds a bit
like all those other things, just
This was the sort of rant that
started a group of students from
societies thinking about doing
something big, something that
will change the way we talk
about college events. The 1st
annual eDIT Festival is coming,
25th March - 1st ofApril. Be
ready.
Our idea is simple; pack one
week of the college year with
more than anyone could possibly
hope to get to. Why? Well,
because we can.
DIT students and alumni churn
out an astonishing amount of
work annually, and we want
to give them the chance to
display it. Festival goers will
have the opportunity to witness
the best and brightest artistic
works created by students from
architecture, fine art, product
design and more, and all within
some of the city center's best
galleries.
••••about
•
•
By ELEANORE HUTCH
•
Britney Spear's new song Hold It
against Me is brilliant. It's fast,
edgy, and aggressive. Sadly the
samecan notbe said for thevideo.
It's rubbish. Really rubbish. It's a
total and utter letdown from the
queen of pop who once gave us
classics such as Hit Me Baby One
More Time and I'm a Slave for
You.
Why Britney why?! Things
were going so well for her
lately - she was commemorated
and guest starred in Glee, her
new album is rumoured to be
fantastic, so why did she have to
begin 20II with the worst music
video e~er?! Putting Such a good
song With such a bad video is a
crime.
Hold It against Me has many
problems, as not only is it tacky
and cheap looking; Britney has
done it all before! It's highly
reminiscent of her video for
Piece of Me and the whole
production is just so over done.
Plus, her dancing is not at all
as good as it should be. It feels
like Britney is relying on her
super stardom to make this video
a success, instead of filming a
quality production. You certainly
wouldn't see Lady Gaga ofKaty
Perry releasing something so
poor! Without question the most
tragic part ofHold It against Me
is the shameless advertising.
Products such as Makeup Forever
and Sony are given plenty of
screen time and once again I ask
why Britney why?! You're better
than this! What a pity that a girl
who took over the world in a red
cat suit has fallen so sadly from
grace...
Britney has gotten ber
comeuppance. The 1970's band
The Bellamy Brothers are suing
Britney Spears for plagiarising
their 1979 ballad IfI Said You
Had A Beautiful Body Would
You Hold It Against Me? as they
claim she is ripping them off.
Karma I say.
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T he DIT conservatoryof Music and Dramawill bring you on
an enchanting journey
through The Arabian Nights.
Directed by Susie Kennedy
who is a M.A. lecturer in
Drama, the DIT graduate
production will be an Irish
premier of the exceptional
play. The cast is made up of
22 young actors, trained in
movement, dance, singing
and acting to present an
energetic and imaginative
interpretation of the text.
The stories of the
Arabian Nights are as old
as storytelling itself. These
stories within stories have
endured over centuries and
have been adapted by many
cultures. They explore the
timeless universal themes of
love, betrayal, family, society
and culture. They present
a kaleidoscope of human
existence, with all its joy and
humour, pain and suffering.
The collection of stories
is framed by the plight of
Scheherezade, the bride who
is compelled to weave a spell
of stories to save her own
life. Sumptuous costumes are
designed by Marie Tierney
Drama Soc send one man
and seductive lighting by
Kevin Smyth. Original
music composed by Dermott
McDermott and Glen Austin
will accompany the songs.
Dublin Institute of
Technology, Conservatory of
Music and Drama, Bachelor of
Arts in Drama (performance)
Honours Degree programme,
is a Three year full time level
8 degree. Students engage in
acting, singing, movement,
and dance as well as drama
facilitation and academic
theatre studies. The Graduate
Production provides an
opportunity for students to
integrate the skills acquired
in the many stands of the
programme into practice in
the context of a full scale
public performance. In recent
years, we have presented
The Crucible, A Midsummer
Nights Dream, The Causasian
Chalk Circle and Antigone.
The show takes place in the
Project Arts Centre from 29
March - 2 April and tickets
are priced at EIS. Admission
for students, DIT staff and
OAPs is €10. For booking call
01-8819613 or go to www.
projectartscentre.ie.
DIT Drama Society are going to
represent DIT at the Irish Student Drama
Association (ISDA) festival which runs
from 5-12 March.
They're sending down an original
piece called Wasters - a one man play
that is written and starring a Kevin Street
student, Colin Campbell. The play was
first put on stage in the Black box last
semester, where it was very well received
by audiences.
The play is directed by John May
and OrIa Kinsella. both Cathal Brugha
students. It is about a man who is in love
with a woman he can't have, and who
tries to do the right thing even though it
is not what he wants.
It's on as part of the festival this
Saturday 5th March in Nun's Island
theatre, Galway at 4.00pm.
"The DlT Drama Society is delighted
to be sending "Wasters" to the ISDA
festival.It's been a few years since we've
sent down an original piece by one of
our members, and we're thrilled for the
cast and crew. Colin is one of the most
talented actors and writers I've ever had
the privilege to work with and lean't
wait to see his performance again." said
President ofDIT Drama Society, lan Fox.
,
-------------------------------------
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Ceol, craic and a tipple:
What will you do this year?
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5t Patrick's Day. A time to celebrate what it truly means to be Irish in all it's spiritual, intellectual and historical glory...
Yeah. It's actually mainly a time to celebrate our ability to drink with greater enthusiasm than any other country. And
since changing to a 5t Patrick's Day festival it's not just a day of over-doing it but half a week, more if you have the
money. So with that in mind, Kevin Donnellan takes a look at some of the best events happening in and around the
big day, and how much each event will allow you to live up/down to our reputation.
•
•
St. Palrlck's
Fesiival C6ili
WHERE: Stephens Green,
WHEN: Wednesday 16
March, 4.30pm - 7.30pm
HOW MUCH: Free
Presumably swmgmg your
dance partner around with a can
of cheap beer in your hand will
be frowned upon. But there'lI be
plenty of opportunities to head
to the pub before, during and
after the event. More and more
pubs are doing special offers so
there are plenty of three euro
pints to be had around the city.
Ceol:Republlc 01 loose,
0810'8n10S, Heathen,
Fiach & lots mo,e
WHERE: Vicar Street
WHEN: Wednesday 16 March,
8pm -late
HOW MUCH: €20 a ticket
Well you're a student who's shelled
out 20 quid for a ticket so maybe
not so much at the venue itself. But
feek it, that's what off licences are for.
If you'd prefer to have a less 'Irish'
night then 2manyDJs are playing
the Academy the same night. And
Raekwon the Chef is playing the
Button Factory, he of the Wu-Tang
Clan, the Furey Brothers of hip-hop.
St. Patrick's
Festival Parade
WHERE: Starting at
Parnell Square
WHEN: Thursday 17 March
12pm onwards
HOW MUCH: Free
This is a time when it's your duty
to be, if not drunk, then at least
drinking. People have come from
all over the world to see Irish
people drinking. As great as the
parade has been in recent years
it's just a sideshow compared to
that. And if students aren't going
to be visibly drink on the streets
then who will?
All-Ireland
Club Finals
WHERE: St. Stephens Green,
WHEN: Thursday 17 March
2pm onwards
HOW MUCH: €25 a ticket
The streets around Croke Park have
plenty of fine pubs but Quinns Pub
on Drumcondra road generally
has the best pre and post match
atmosphere. Alternatively make
friends with a country girl who goes
to St Pats teaching college and drink
in hers. Beer can also be bought in
the stadium but the risk ofspilling it
after a score is ever present.
Inerary
Treasure Hunt
WHERE: City Hall
WHEN: Saturday 19
March lOam - 1pm
HOW MUCH: Free
It's a treasure hunt around
the city, with plenty of
families involved. If you
feel a desperate need to
drink at this you may need
help. Also by the time
Saturday comes you'll
never want to look at an
alcoholic beverage again.
i
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No Strings Attached
No Strings attached is another one of
those movies. Direded by Ivan Reitman,
the mms sees Adam Kutcher star as
the aloof yet lovable Adam, a young,
infediously happy, writer with severe
rather issues. One of those types. His 'best
friend' is career-driven Emma, played by
the charismatic Natalie Portman.
Fitting with the recent Hollywood trend,
our heroine is a commitment-phobe, too
busy with her career or something to even
contemplate the prospect of falling in love.
The film is a typical story of boy meets girl,
neither boy or girl want a relationship, boy
and girl have casual (but protected) intimate
relations, and, despite their obviously
overwhelming chemistry, boy and girl
maintain that they are not in love.
So this film is highly predictable. I knew
from the get go exactly what was going to
happen, when it was going to happen and how
everyone in the film would react. No Strings
Attached is not going to go down in history as
one of the greatest love stories of all time but
still, I love it. Why? Firstly, I am a woman,
and I am predisposed to like any movie that
features Ashton Kutchers torso. Secondly, it
actually is genuinely witty in places and has
some fantastic one liners particularly from
supporting actresses Greta Gerwig and Mindy
Kaling Likewise Ludacris fulfils the role of a
hilarious, albeit stereotypical, wing man.
All things considered, this is a fun film.
Reliable Kutcher does what he does best,
making us laugh and fall in love with him.
The film also shows Portman in a nice airy
fairy light hearted role, which is a nice break
from the kinda disturbing pyscho black
swan Portman. Go watch it, you will like it.
Especially if you like torso.
CASSD: DELANEY
Radiohead
The KIng ofUmbs
Prior to the release ofthe newRadiohead album The
King OfLimbs, the Oxfordshire alternative rockers
released a song from the bands new recordinp on
their webslte. This soOl was These Are My Twisted
Words, and whlle the soOl does not feature Oft the
new LP it was dearly a sign ofwhat was to come.
The King Of Limbs offers no real thrills
because it is comprised mainly of ongoing
drum and tech beats without ever really going
anywhere. Yet as a Radiohead fan, I can't help
but love this album in all of it's mediocre
glory. It is very easy listening, albeit often
quite boring and really misses some defining
tracks, with first single Lotus Flower and
following song Codex the most memorable of
the bunch.
The album will have def"mitely let down fans
of Radiohead's more accomplished albums,
but lovers of Amnesiac or even of singer Thorn
Yorke's The Eraser may be more inclined to
make the best out a relatively eerie group of
average songs. The thing about this album is
that it is one of a pretty acquired taste, once
you embrace and enjoy it you won't stop.
While previous album In Rainbows was a
masterpiece of quick paced mellow tracks,
this album contains eight haunting, and often
creepy, numbers. Such a drastic change was
to be expected as Yorke had previously gone
on record saying that diving into work on the
album as they had done for In Rainbows would
"kill" the band.
The King Of Limbs will certainly be met by
contrasting views as some will adore it's calm
and rare sound, but others may be angered by
the attempts to perhaps be overly abstract.
Rumour has also spread that this may just be
part one of a two part album, so keep an eye
on Britain's most versatile band.
Due Date
I bad p-eat expedatiODS of Due Date being a devout
Robert Downer Jr. fan and after falling for Zach
Galifianaki.'. endearing comedic talent in The
Hangover. Sadly this meant that I bad further to fall
and fall I did watching this weak and soulless pile of
1iJaBe·
It sounds like a cliche but this film didn't have a due
what it was. It was hard to tell whether it was supposed
to be a gross out comedy, a feel good tale ofbromance,
a dark comedy or a depressing psychological portrait
of two idiots.
It's a road trip film which sees Rob playing Peter, an
expectant dad trying to get back to LA for the birth of
his first child who ends up stuck with Ethan on the drive
home played by the Z-Man. Road trip flicks have been
done to death so if you're going to churn out another
ODe at least make it decent. Bringing out a substandard
ODe is laying you wide open to unfavourable
comparisons to other classics such as Planes, Trains
and Automobiles and Dumb and Dumber. Downey
Jr. is generally excellent even though his characters
are ftrY similar as he seems to subscribe to the 'Hugh
Grant ifit's not Broke doa't Fix it' school ofthought but
in this film he was a complete pm you can't help but
dislike.. We can onlyassume/hope he wants a new beach
house in the Hamptons or something because why else
would he pick this dodgy yoke to 'star' in. The dialogue
was crap and aIthougb the two leads had a fractious
relationship at the start you just don't care when they
resolve their issues. Galifianiakis in fairness to him
raised a few Iaugbs but you feel a bit uncomfortable
with his character as you can't decide if he's funny or
a complete psycho who is a danger to society. To wrap
this up don't bother wasting your dosh. it contained a
scene where they get stoned, a scene where a dog gets
stoned, a scrap with a hiIIbiDy, a fracas at the Mexican
border and a crash and I think that's all you need to
know. The producers must have had a road trip cliche
checklist and if they did they managed to tick every
single box. The only high point for me was the scenery
which swiftly brought me to another low point as I
couldn't afford a road trip in a billion years. Avoid.
Paul Conroy loc:ked In c:onc:entratIon during the first All Ireland potc. Intervanlty
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in Longford. He didn't have it all his
own way however as his teammate
Higginbotham ran him close, finishing
just behind in second position.
The one-two finish by the drivers,
allied by a strong semi-final
performance of Scott Colley meant that
DIT stood atop of the table after the
opening race, six points ahead of fierce
rivals Cork IT.
The second round of the
championships that took place in
Watergrasshill, Co. Cork in late
November did not see DIT fare as well
as the previous
round.
Cork IT were
the big winners
outperforming
the rest of
the teams
by securing
number one
and three on
the winner's
podium.
. The strong
performance
by Cork IT saw
them sit atop of
the table after two races on 103 points,
with DIT in third position just behind
DCU in second.
This made victory in the third round a
must for DIT if they hoped to keep alive
their dreams of individual team victory
in this year's championship.
Eleven teams competed from five
individual colleges in round 3, with
the attention now turning to round 4,
scheduled for March 25th at the new
White River track in Drogheda.
Everything hangs in the balance
with both the individual and team
championship still to race for.
By COLIN HIGGINS
Karting club race
ahead in CISal
championship
DIT raced ahead of the rest of the
competition in the latest round of the
CUSAI Karting Championships by
leapfrogging CIT 'X at the summit of
the table.
It was the third of four rounds in this
year's competition and it was hosted
by DIT, taking place in Newry on 9
February
DIT took to the track with a very
formidable line-up which included last
year's Champion driver Aron Smith
accompanied by Graham Higginbotham,
who had also performed strongly so far
this season.
DITput
in a great
overall team
performance
in this round
as three of the
team placed
in the final
to take round
three with a
63 point total.
DCU
'A'came
in second
place with
an outstanding performance from
individual leader, Shane McGrath,
and now stand second in the overall
standings just behind DIT on 144 points,
13 clear ofCIT 'A'.
DIT 'C' and CIT 'B' performed above
expectation for a 3rd place finish in
Round 3, fighting off stiff competition
from their teammates on both the Band
A teams respectively.
Aron Smith who collected 92 out
of a possible 100 points in last year's
championship has been on top form
right from the get go this season, taking
first place in the season opening race
players. Paul Conroy came third of the
DIT members finishing 15th overall,
Michael Hanrahan was second, placing
sixth and Nicolas Boyle had a fantastic
game finishing in second place. Cormac
Cassidy and Trinity College hosted the
highly successful event.
DIT Poker society are finalising their
plans to have a Casino night which
will be held on 30 March. Full casino
equipment will be there on the night
with 'The Riptide Movement' playing
after the casino has finished. Check out
facebook.comlpokersoc.dit for further
information on all events planned by
the DIT Poker Society. They also hold
weekly tournaments and many charity
and special events throughout the year.
Sheer concentration
DIT Poker society took part inthe first ever all Ireland pokerintervanity in Trinity on
s.turday the 12 February.
Seven colleges turned up to the event
including DCU, UCD, NUIG, NUIM.
Trinity and UCD and a total of 93
students participated in the tournament.
DIT had 13 students representing the
college, including Paul Conroy. Yusef
Khan, Ger Mulcair, Nicolas Boyle,
Michael Hanrahan, Michael Ludlow,
Patrick Eagets. Martin Murphy, Daniel
Gebremichael. Sean Mac an Ri, Paddy
Kerley, Cormae Smith and Niall
Gaffney. It was a great day for DIT
poker as all of the society's members
made the cut and finished in the top 40
> Continued from back page
leads at the break.
However, a combination of Toheebs
blistering pace and the bigger pitch were
causing the Colaiste Stiofain Naofa defence
all sorts of problems, and he struck again
mid-way through the second half.
Colaiste Stiofain showed good
determination in levelling soon after, but
DIT hit back through Eoin Murray. A
wonderful piece of individual play saw
a Murray shot from the edge of the box
trickle underneath the legs of the hapless
opposition goalkeeper, to restore a two goal
lead.
A lack ofconcentration by the DIT back
four led to a penalty which was converted
and DIT defended bravely during the last
10 minutes to see the game out.
In other positive news, DIT's third team
have reached the Bob Eustace Cup Final
which will also be held in Castlebar on the
9th ofMarch.
lhis is the first time this team have
reached a final after convincing wins
over Dun Laoghaire College of Further
Education, IT Carlow and Athlone IT.
The squad are waiting nervously as their
opponents in the final will not be decided
until later this week. It will either be
Drogheda IT or TalIaght IT.
The DIT second team almost reached the
finals also but were beaten by CIT in the
semi final at the Oscar Trainer Centre
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in Croke Park again. It's even more
special this time because we'll be
playing alongSide our clubmates
whom weve grown up with" says
Dornican
St Brigids will be carrying the
underdog tag into the final and
Mchugh is aware that they have it
all to do yet.
"The last win was great but we
know we've got a lot of work to do
if we're overcome the challenge
of Crossmaglen. They have a lot
of experience in this stage of the
competition having won the title
four times already but the semi-final
win has given us great confidence
and hopefully we won't go home
empty-handed:'
~ be remembered after emerging
victorious over an impressive field
of 204 players.
The final year Civil Engineering
student secured a succession of 3-1
scorelines in the rounds leading up
to the final before sweeping aside
his last opponent to lift the trophy.
Chairperson on the club, Gary
McLean said "winning the Singles
event was a great achievement
by lames as both the team and
individual competitions are very
tightly fought each year with strong
teams coming from colleges all
around the country."
The DIT team already enjoyed
early celebrations on the Friday
before the main tournament when
they were quick enough to claim
the charity Speed Pool competition
- raising money for the national
college team who will hope to do
battle with the continent later this
year.
Action from the Speed Pool can
be viewed on the DIT Snooker and
Pool Facebook page and is not to
be missed.
clona
By DAVID CAULFIELD
pockets
victorv for liT
luckily it went right for us:'
The win is extra special for the
pair who had played with DIT in the
surprise first round loss to UL in the
Sigerson Cup just the week before.
"We were very disappointed
after the defeat to UL. Neither of
us wanted to experience the same
feeling again so this made us extra
determined to get to the final" adds
Mchugh.
Both have experience of playing
in Croke Park having been members
ofthe Roscommon Minor team who
beat Kerry in the All-Ireland final
in 2006. More recently Domican
captained the Senior team who lost
to Cork in the quarter-final stages at
the same venue in 2010.
"We're looking forward to playing
D IT came away with someearly success in 2011after James McDonaId
triumphed in the singles event of
the Pool Intervarsities in DundaIk.
McDonald, one of the stars of
the DIT Pool and Snooker club,
held his nerve to overcome NCI's
Damien Farelly 4-1 in the final.
The group practice on a regular
basis - hosting a weekly session
on Tuesdays where members can
attend to improve their game -
and the dedication certainly paid
off after a memorable weekend in
February.
Four DIT teams consisting of
five players each contested the
team championship as the quartet
secured a safe passage into the last
16fullowingagruellinground
robin stage.
Further glory appeared likely
when the C Team battled their
way to the semi-finals only to fall
heartbreakingly short, succumbing
to eventual champions Queens
University in a tense deciding
frame thriller.
It will be McDonald, though, that
IT slammed bv Ul in semi final
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well inside and both Katie Elliot and
Jodie Black produced noteworthy
performances.
It's been an eventful time for DIT
Basketball recently with numerous games
and social occasions taking place.
The basketball club is known as not
only one of the most organised team
on the court but also as one of the most
organised off court as well, regularly
organising basketball club nights out, a
way ofbuilding team spirit within the
club.
Both the men's and women's teams
will be competing in the Irish Colleges
Intervarsity's Tournament at the
beginning of April, which they look
forward to.
T he DIT women's basketball teamsuffered a crushing defeat in thesemi finals of the Irish College
League on February 16. The final
score saw the girls come away with a
disappointing 114-39 defeat.
The Division One team put in a strong
team effort in the away game and praise
has to go to all of the girls, Aisling Power,
Jodie Black, Katie Elliot, Danielle Murray,
Emma Dooley, Claire Rochford, Ciara
Flaherty.
They played well as a team in the first
halfbut UL were simply in a league of
their own, with a lot ofSuper League
players on their team, and the team from
Munster and ran away with the match in
the second half.
Ciara Flaherty played particularly
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in Ireland 2010/2011
Finalist In Best Gastro Bar
In Ireland 2010/2011
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event will take place at 14.50 with
the call up taking place at 14.40.
The Universities Men 8,000m takes
place at 15.15 with the call up
taking place at 15.05
There will be a Captains Meeting
taking place 20 minutes after the
men's race which is scheduled to
take place at 15.15
The trophies are presented at the
Intervarsity dinner, which is held
that evening in a local hotel, this
year taking place in The Crowne
Plaza in Northwood in Santry.
The dinner, with a semi-formal
dress code will start at 7:30pm
sharp, with tickets set at €30 per
head. There will be a late bar on the
night until 2am as well as a DJ to
keep people entertained.
The Crowne Plaza Hotel will be
offering a special offer for the night,
2 people sharing €45pp including
breakfast or €40pp sharing not
including breakfast. Make sure to
mention that you are attending the
cross country event to avail of the
DIT special deal.
For information about the
forthcoming Cross Country
Championship Event you can
contact Christopher Kelly at
dit2011@iuaa.org and any
additional Information can be
sought from the College Captains
Oil play host of
ham · nship
By COLIN IIIGGINS
IT and The Irish Schools
Athletic Association
(ISAA) will host Cross
Country Championships 2011,
taking place on Saturday 12
March.
The Irish University
Athletic Association (IUAA)
championships will take place in
two venues, The National Aquatics
Centre and the National Sports
Campus in Abbotstown. The
dressing rooms, toilets and showers
of the National Aquatic Centre will
be available to all the athletes.
The start time for the women's
events is 2.50pm with the men's
starting slightly later at 3.15pm.
It's a one day Intervarsity
Championship open to all
members. The hosting of the
event is rotated between member
colleges every year, with the event
being held annually in the spring.
Each College can enter teams
of up to 14 female and 16 male
undergraduate I postgraduate
students, of which up to 4 can be
'one year down' athletes. The first
4 women and the first 6 men score
points for their college. The college
with the lowest points total wins.
In addition, up to 10 male and 10
female 'Substitute' athletes can also
run.
The Universities Ladies 5,OOOm
OIT students in All Ireland
clublinal
AOIFE CONNAUGHTON
LOUISE CASHELL
D IT students CathalMchugh and PeterDomican have made
history for their club, by
reaching the final of the All-
Ireland Club Football Senior
Championship. St Brigids who
are based in Roscommon will
meet Crossmaglen Rangers of
Armagh on St Patrick's Day in
Croke Park.
It's a pairing that few would
have predicted at the start of
the competition and is the
second time in four years
that the two clubs will meet.
Crossmaglen took the spoils
on the last occasion, beating
Brigids in a close encounter at
the semi-final stage of the same
competition in 2007.
Both Crossmaglen and
St Brigids overcame stiff
competition in the semi-finals
beating current champions
Kilmacud Crokes and Nemo
Rangers respectively. Peter
and Cathal who are studying
for a Masters in Business and
Entrepreneurship were thrilled
with the victory.
"We were absolutely delighted
with the win over Nemo" says
centre-back Peter.
"I couldn't believe it when the
refblew for full-time. It was an
unbelievable feeling. The match
could have gone either way and Cathal Mchugh and Peter Domican pictured at the front will play for their local club St Brlgids at the All Ireland
club finals in Croke Park on St Patrlcks Day.
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OIT TO SEND TWO TEAMS TO UMBRO CUP INAl
By DARREN SOON
The DIT men's premier
soccer team have reached
the tournament finals of the
prestigious CFAI Umbro Cup,
which are being held in Castlebar
on the 9 and 10 March.
DIT is due to play a Letterkenny
I.T in the quarter final, the side that
beat last year's winners Carlow IT.
This will be a stern test for DIT
but if successful they will go on
to play the winners of GMIT and
DundalklT.
DIT have not reached this stage
of the tournament since 2008, a
feat made even more impressive
due to the fact they lost more than
half of their starting 11 from the
previous season.
It was a tough run-in for the
DIT squad who faced a strong CIT
team in the last 16. DIT eventually
came out 1-0 victors thanks to a
Gareth Matthews penalty.
DIT again faced Munster
opposition in the quarter-final
stage in the shape of Colaiste
Stiofain Naofa from Cork. DIT
were drawn away from home and
had to make the long journey
south in the early morning.
There proved to be no sign of
fatigue on the pitch as it was to be
an extremely open and thrilling
match. The pitch was larger
then what the DIT players were
accustomed to in Grangegorman
and this could have accounted for
the large number of chances by
both sides.
DIT struck twice in the opening
20 minutes with 2 excellent Toheeb
Adigun goals, but Colaiste Stiofain
pulled one back before half time,
leaving DIT with the narrowest of
ContInued inside »
